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Effect Of Arching On Passive Earth Pressure For Rigid Retaining Walls R.S. Dalvi & R.S. Kulkarni
Department College of Engineering Pune E-mail : k.sharine@gmail.com Abstract – Arching involves stress
transfer from yielding part of soil to unyielding part of soil. Many authors considered arching action for
active earth pressure. In this
Effect Of Arching On Passive Earth Pressure For Rigid Retaining Walls Considering Rotation at Top 2 ê
ã Û 5 O E J 6 ð E ê 7 ? K O 6 ð (2) Where, ð is the angle between tangent to the arch at a point D and its
vertical. Dividing Eq. (2) by ê and substituting for passive condition, ê 5/ 71/ 0= P = J 645
In the present paper, formulation is proposed for calculating passive earth pressure on a rigid retaining wall
undergoing horizontal translation based on his approach (Paik & Salgado, 2003). It takes into account
arching effect in the backfill. The proposed formulation is compared with Coulomb’s results.
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Pain Anindya, Chen Qingsheng, et al. Evaluation of seismic passive earth pressure of inclined rigid retaining
wall considering soil arching effect. Soil Dynamics and Earthquake Engineering, Vol. 100, 2017, p. …
Arching occurs when there is a difference of the stiffness between the installed structure and the surrounding
soil. ... is resisted by shearing stresses which reduce the pressure on the yielding portion of the support while
increasing the pressure on the adjacent rigid zones. This phenomenon is called the arching effect.
Keywords : Arching effect, Soil arching, Retaining walls, Lateral earth pressure 1. compressive stresses. A
hanging chain is an example of structure under Introduction Arching effect is a phenomenon that has been
used frequently by human being from ancient eras in engineering fields including architecture, geotechnics
and mining.
wall movement until the maximum passive earth pressure (Pp) is reached. Thus the intensity of the active /
passive horizontal pressure, which is a function of the applicable earth pressure coefficient, depends upon
the degree of wall movement since movement controls the degree of shear strength mobilized in the
surrounding soil.
1- Calculate Active & Passive Pressures in terms of (unknown) depth of embedment , ‘d’ . 2- Usually Fs=2
is applied to passive pressures 3- Take ?MA =0 ; obtain cubic equation in terms of ‘d’. Solve for ‘d’.
Increase d by 20% in quay walls. 4- Take ?Fh=0 ; solve for T. 5- Plot moment diagram & determine
maximum bending moment.
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Cai Y. Y., Chen Q. S., Zhou Y. T., Nimbalkar S., Yu J. Estimation of passive earth pressure against rigid
retaining wall considering arching effect in cohesive backfill under translation mode. International Journal of
Geomechanics, Vol. 17, Issue 4, 2016, p. 4016093.
Pain Anindya, Chen Qingsheng, et al. Evaluation of seismic passive earth pressure of inclined rigid retaining
wall considering soil arching effect. Soil Dynamics and Earthquake Engineering, Vol. 100, 2017, p. …
Effect of Arching on Active Earth Pressure for Rigid Retaining Walls Considering Translation Mode. It has
been established by the researchers that owing to the arching effect, the active earth pressure distribution on
a horizontally translating rigid wall is not triangular but nonlinear. This is attributed to the arching behavior
exhibited by soil.
This movement is resisted by shearing stresses which reduce the pressure on the yielding portion of the
support while increasing the pressure on the adjacent rigid zones. This phenomenon is …
distinct effect on the passive earth pressure[6?8]. So the passive earth pressure on rigid retaining wall for
different passive displacement mode must be studied carefully. The passive displacement modes include the
following five different modes: 1) rigid retaining wall translating mode (T), 2) over the top of rigid …
materials have a tendency to exhibit an arching effect by which the load is transferred from yielding parts to
adjacent stationary parts. Retaining walls are among those structures that the soil arching plays an important
role in the distribution of earth pressures. This paper
18/10/2013 · Civil engineers have traditionally calculated the passive earth pressure against rigid wall using
either Coulomb’s or Rankine’s formulation.In present study the analysis has been carried out for effect of
arching on passive earth pressure on rigid retaining wall considering parabolic arch
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Assuming the formation of a circular arch-shaped principal stresse trajectory when the noncohesive granular
backfill behind a retaining wall reaches limit equilibrium,the major and minor principal stress arches occur
respectively when the backfill obtains passive and active ultimate failure.A lateral earth pressure coefficient
and the rotating angle of principal stresses are deduced after ...

5/3/2013 · rigid ditch conduits the following formula is derived by ... (Passive lateral earth pressure) is at
least 3 (a friction angle of greater than 30°). ... The State of the Art Report on Arching Effect . effect as the
pressure transfer between a yielding mass of soil
It is known that the distribution of active earth pressure against a translating rigid wall is not triangular but
nonlinear, owing to arching effects in the backfill. In the present paper, a new formulation is proposed for
calculating the active earth pressure on a rigid retaining wall undergoing horizontal translation.
This movement is resisted by shearing stresses which reduce the pressure on the yielding portion of the
support while increasing the pressure on the adjacent rigid zones. This phenomenon is …
materials have a tendency to exhibit an arching effect by which the load is transferred from yielding parts to
adjacent stationary parts. Retaining walls are among those structures that the soil arching plays an important
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Soil pressure distribution: • Arching effect for confined backfill in tall rigid walls: • Vertical pressures for
roller compacted concrete wall (RCC) • Lateral soil pressures: measured vs. prediction Source: O’Neal and
Hagerty 2011, Can Geotech J. 48: 1188-1197 1. Over View Static by Dr. Wu 17
3/8/2010 · If you are using concrete encased soldier pile, the arching effect is normally 2 to 3 times the pile
diameter, depending on the recommendations of the Geotech.
5/3/2013 · rigid ditch conduits the following formula is derived by ... (Passive lateral earth pressure) is at
least 3 (a friction angle of greater than 30°). ... The State of the Art Report on Arching Effect . effect as the
pressure transfer between a yielding mass of soil
is significantly affected by arching. Both the magnitude and distribution of earth pressure on buried culverts
are known to depend on the relative stiffness of the culvert and the soil. The vertical earth pressure on a rigid
culvert is greater than the calculated overburden pressure above the structure which, result in a negative
arching effect.
This movement is resisted by shearing stresses which reduce the pressure on the yielding portion of the
support while increasing the pressure on the adjacent rigid zones. This phenomenon is …
Assuming the formation of a circular arch-shaped principal stresse trajectory when the noncohesive granular
backfill behind a retaining wall reaches limit equilibrium,the major and minor principal stress arches occur
respectively when the backfill obtains passive and active ultimate failure.A lateral earth pressure coefficient
and the rotating angle of principal stresses are deduced after ...
14/9/2016 · Accurate determination of active earth pressure distribution on rigid retaining wall including the

magnitude and height of application of its resultant is of immense importance for designing the earth
retaining structures. In this paper, an analytical solution based on the soil arching effect is presented.
Rupa and Pise, [19] used a circular arc due to arching effect for determining the passive earth pressure
coefficient. Janbu [13] used a method of slices with bearing capacity factors to calculate passive pressure
resultants. These different approaches generally confirm the accuracy of the Log Spiral Theory [5] for a
wide range of the
distinct effect on the passive earth pressure[6?8]. So the passive earth pressure on rigid retaining wall for
different passive displacement mode must be studied carefully. The passive displacement modes include the
following five different modes: 1) rigid retaining wall translating mode (T), 2) over the top of rigid …
influenced by the arching effect [5-10]. In recent years, due to the complexity of the problem, other
researchers have tried to investigate the influence of arching phenomena on the lateral earth pressure. Paik
and Salgado [5] proposed a formulation for calculating the active earth pressure while considering the
arching effect.
The proposed equation produces a non-linear distribution for the passive earth pressure which is
approximately identical to the Rankine pressure at shallow depths and increases sharply near the wall base
and becomes larger than the Coulomb’s pressure. The passive force and its height of application were
obtained less than those of the Coulomb’s
3/8/2010 · If you are using concrete encased soldier pile, the arching effect is normally 2 to 3 times the pile
diameter, depending on the recommendations of the Geotech. Mike McCann MMC Engineering Motto:
KISS Motivation: Don't ask
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